WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather have 3 feet or 3 hands?
- Would you rather lose your sense of taste or your sense of smell?
- Would you rather live the rest of your life with silent, but uncontrollable gas or loud, uncontrollable sneezing?
- Would you rather only be able to whisper or only be able to shout?
- Would you rather be able to freeze time or travel in time?
- Would you rather live without music or without television?
- Would you rather know how you are going to die or when you are going to die?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather lose all of your teeth or all of your hair?
- Would you rather have the ability to read people’s minds or make two people fall in love?
- Would you rather be able to run as fast as a cheetah or fly, but only as fast as a tortoise?
- Would you rather have to dress all in bright orange or all in lime green for the rest of your life?
- Would you rather have the same phone forever or the same haircut forever?
- Would you rather be stranded in the jungle or in the desert?
- Would you rather be able to breathe underwater or fly?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather marry the hottest person alive or marry the smartest person alive?
- Would you rather have to wear sweatpants for the rest of your life or never be able to wear sweatpants again?
- Would you rather know all the secrets of space or know all the secrets of the ocean?
- Would you rather have the legs of a frog or the head of a fly?
- Would you rather meet your favorite fictional character or your favorite musician?
- Would you rather never be able to leave your house or only be able to be in your house for five minutes at a time?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

WOULD YOU RATHER BE AN UNKNOWN SUPERHERO OR A FAMOUS VILLAIN?

WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE A SIDE OF DOG TREATS WITH EVERY MEAL OR A SIDE OF CAT FOOD WITH EVERY MEAL?

WOULD YOU RATHER ALWAYS HAVE A SMALL ROCK IN YOUR SHOES OR ALWAYS HAVE MUD IN YOUR SHOES?

WOULD YOU RATHER EAT AS MUCH CHOCOLATE AS YOU WANT, FOREVER, WITHOUT ANY NEGATIVE SIDE EFFECTS OR RECEIVE $1 MILLION?

WOULD YOU RATHER NEVER REMEMBER SOMEONE’S FACE OR NEVER REMEMBER SOMEONE’S NAME?

WOULD YOU RATHER SLEEPWALK EVERY NIGHT OR SLEEP TALK EVERY NIGHT?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

Would you rather be able to change one thing in your past or have a real get out of jail free card?

Would you rather always say what you are thinking or never say anything again?

Would you rather be framed for a murder you didn’t commit or frame your best friend for a murder you committed?

Would you rather have to wear stilettos to bed or have to wear slippers wherever you go?

Would you rather have a lifetime subscription to Netflix or an unlimited gift card to Starbucks?

Would you rather have eyes that can capture everything on video or ears that can record all sounds?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather get the hiccups every time you laugh or sneeze every time you cough?
- Would you rather have your browser history made public or the last 20 pictures in your camera roll made public?
- Would you rather eat through your butt or poop through your mouth?
- Would you rather give up pizza forever or give up tacos forever?
- Would you rather have to wear a bra in the shower or wear a bra on top of your clothes?
- Would you rather have 6 failed marriages or never get married?
- Would you rather never be able to feel any emotion or never be able to show any emotion?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

☐ Would you rather spend one night with your most hated ex or live on the streets for a week?

☐ Would you rather win the lottery but have to spend it all in a day or triple your salary forever?

☐ Would you rather be able to control fire or water?

☐ Would you rather have a permanent pimple on your face or an embarrassing birth mark on your butt?

☐ Would you rather find out you’re adopted or find out one of your parents has a secret family?

☐ Would you rather spend a week in the woods or one night in a real haunted house?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather have your phone hacked and all your info leaked or have your house burgled?
- Would you rather wash all your dishes using your tongue or wash your pets using your tongue?
- Would you rather have to drink everything out of shot glasses or drink everything through a coffee stir?
- Would you rather live in a very roomy cave or in a one bedroom apartment for the rest of your life?
- Would you rather only be able to text using abbreviations or emojis?
- Would you rather have venomous fangs or a second set of eyes in the back of your head?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather jump out of a moving car or go over Niagara Falls in a barrel?
- Would you rather blindly pick out your outfit each morning or have your mom pick out your clothes?
- Would you rather never receive another spam email or instantly grow 3 inches?
- Would you rather bathe in worms or shower in vomit?
- Would you rather bark like a dog when you feel threatened or blow up like a puffer fish?
- Would you rather kiss a horse or tell your ex you still love them?
- Would you rather be the opposite gender for one day or be any animal for one day?
WOULD YOU RATHER?

- Would you rather never eat cereal again or never eat pancakes again?
- Would you rather buy all your underwear used or buy all your toothbrushes used?
- Would you rather your skin change colors like a mood ring or change colors like a chameleon?
- Would you rather have 3 boobs or 11 toes?
- Would you rather never talk to your family again or never have sex again?
- Would you rather give up alcohol for 2 years or give up texting forever?
- Would you rather find a hidden camera in your toilet or in your shower?
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